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‘You need to see what goes on behind closed doors’
What’s up IOA? First off, thanks 

for reaching out to me. I’m just now 
getting your letter…7 DAYS LATER!!

I can’t stand how this system 
treats us, it’s like they couldn’t care 
less about what goes on with us 
because they wear a badge and can 
go home at the end of the day. Some 
of these officers think they can say 
and do what they want because we 
wear orange. But we humans, too 
and we got rights as well. But when 
we speak up, they want to holler 
“lock it back.” Don’t get me wrong, 
you got some officers who care, big 
shouts to them (I ain’t about to say 
no names due to their own schem-
ing-ass co-workers).

Second thing is, what the hell 
is the deal with these high-ass 
bonds that these crooked judges 
and DA’s don’t want to come down 
on? I know a guy in my pod whose 
bond is completely unreasonable 
(it’s $6 million). Can you believe 
that? That’s a ransom fee. Now 
they’re trying to change the way 
they do visitation, they are trying 
to change it to us talking to our 
relatives through a television set. I 
am so serious!

Last, but certainly not least, this 
stupid ass GTL phone service crap! 
They be robbing people blind and 
you can’t get that money back. They 
need to go back to Pay-Tel. Now, 
let’s talk about the food service. 
I’m tired of not getting full from 
what I eat. Shoot, they feed you just 
for you to be hungry again hours 
later, matter of fact, minutes later 
because once you use the bathroom 
you’re hungry again. If they can eat 
real food in Orange County, then 
why not here? I’m telling you, you 
guys need to get on some under-
cover shit so you can really see what 
goes on behind closed doors. Help 
us Amplified Voices…please.

In struggle,
R.A.

P.S. Shouts go out to my big bro 
Gotti, my homies Glizzy, 3Skii and 
my uncle for keeping my head up.

Goodbye, Aramark!
Hello, ABL Management!
Will a new jail food service 
provider mean better food? 

See page 2.
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What is Feedback? 
Feedback is a publication of Inside-Outside Alliance (IOA), a group of people trying to sup-
port the struggles of those inside (or formerly inside) the Durham jail, and their families and 
friends. We recognize that any of us can be outside one day, inside the next -- the revolving 
door of incarceration. We also participate in struggles against police harassment and brutal-
ity. IOA maintains a website called Amplify Voices Inside (amplifyvoices.com) that publishes 
the words of Durham jail inmates and former inmates talking about conditions inside and 
outside and how they see the world. 
The name Amplify Voices Inside comes from something a brave and rebellious inmate wrote 
in the fall of 2012. This publication, Feedback, is a sampling of recent contents of the web-
site. When something amplified is redirected at the source of the sound, the effect is called 
feedback. That is what this is: the voices that have been amplified to the outside world be-
ing re-broadcast inside the walls of the jail. Feedback is also distributed on the outside and 
sometimes includes ‘outside’ voices.  Unless a person requests use of their real name, then 
writers’ initials have been changed to protect identities and minimize repressive attacks and 
harassment.

To contribute words or art, write to: IOA, PO Box 1353, Durham, NC 27701.
You may be able to reach us by phone at 919.666.7854

Or, if you are not in jail and are able to, send an email: insideoutsidealliance@gmail.com

* Se habla español. *

From Inside-Outside Alliance
The Durham County commis-

sioners have approved a new con-
tract for inmate meal preparation 
and food service at the jail. 

Some may think this decision was 
made in the halls of government. 
And the choice of which company 
(ABL Management) certainly was, 
especially as the decision casts the 
sheriff ’s office, the county commis-
sioners and the health department in 
a positive light for suddenly seeming 
to care about nutrition, food flavor, 
cleanliness, and inmate training (as 
vaguely presented). But this deci-
sion, which removes Aramark as the 
food service provider at the Durham 
County Detention Facility after 20 

consecutive years, was made by the 
many, many detainees who have filed 
grievances, refused food as individu-
als and in groups, and bravely spoke 
their piece about the inadequacies of 
the food they are served while con-
fined at the jail. A dubious victory, 
perhaps, in terms of ‘improvement,’ 
but a victory nonetheless. It should 
open our eyes to our power inside 
and outside the jail walls, at the 
same time as it reminds those cops 
and pols who seek to brandish their 
human rights credentials that they 
stand on shaky ground.

Tell us how the transition to ABL 
is going, and what you see (and taste!) 
as the result. Address below.

Durham jail detainees dump Aramark
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What did you say, Dawn? This is true, me and another inmate we 
waited 6 weeks, both with the same problem. We both had teeth to 

break off at the gum line. Medical of course blames it on the dentist! 
The nurse told us both the same thing. The dentist chooses who goes 
first. So we decided we would ask them. Why so long? They said that 
they were willing to work more than 4 hours a week, but that’s all the 
jail would allow. I think those dentists do a very good job. At some-
wheres around  5-10 people a week is all they have time to do. Then 
they need to start transporting those who are in bad pain, 2 Tylenol 
in morning and evening is the max we will get for up to 1.5 months 

or until the dentist has seen you. I had an infection for those 6 weeks, 
and they still didn’t take me to the dentist. They cut my medication 
off, though! Had to go back down to medical to have it re-upped. 

Then I finally went within a week. Who’s really to blame?! And I’m 
damn sure I’m not by myself!! Help correct this!!

A trip to the dentist
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We are students for 4 years, but we’re oppressed our whole lives. This is 
the sad but true part of the educational/capitalist system that supports this 
oppression…

In Amerikkka’s capitalist/imperialist system the main means for taming 
the majority are: schools, media, work, entertainment and religion. When the 
Amerikkkans subdued the African slaves they did so with religion. When the 
Amerikkkan army landed in Puerto Rico, they brought with them not only 
soldiers, but teachers, administrators, economists, etc. In the mid-20th century 
they used the media to slander and promote hate against communism. Mod-
ern days, the government uses all the above plus work and entertainment to 
keep the majority unaware, and unconscious to the fact that the Amerikkkan 
government is systematically pushing cultural, mental and physical genocide. 
Bullets and bombs aren’t the only way to kill people, you know.

I wish I could touch base upon each one of their tactics, but today since 
kids are going back to school, and I’ve been inspired by a student, we’re going 
to tackle the school issue!

Inefficient administrators + racist uncaring teachers + irrelevant curricu-
lum +lying textbooks + a prison atmosphere = Mental & Cultural Genocide. 
In a place where if your skin is colored you have only one prescribed month 
to learn about moderate figures of your race and a whole year to study upon 
the “righteousness” of the capitalist whites, the result is cultural genocide.  
Also, it bluntly kills the urge for one to obtain knowledge. In a place where 
almost everything you learn is irrelevant to your everyday struggle for sur-
vival and you feel as if none of your instructors understand you or what you 
go through the result is mental genocide. We understand that by herding 
us into these brain-washing centers, our enemy is trying to kill our desire 
to learn, and destroy the abilities we need and the skills we need to fight 
and overthrow this capitalist society that exploits us to the fullest extent and 
turns our brothers and sisters with revolutionary anger against one another. 
Our brothers and sisters are daily giving up on knowledge in frustration with 
this institution. They’re turning to drugs, the streets, and their peers, search-
ing for the answers in which the schools either refuse to or just cannot give 
them. This in reality, is a main factor in minority high school drop our rates, 
and the dropout rates are also a major factor in crime, and crime the factor 
of incarceation.

Think about it: Throughout school you are taught Christopher Columbus 
was a great explorer who discovered the “land of the free.” When in actuality 
he came and taught religion to “civilize” the “savages,” saw the great wealth 
of their land, saw the opportunity to become a great individual, conquered 

Back to School Thesis: Seize the Schools!

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5



the natives and produced the beginning of mass genocide: wiping out the 
majority of the land’s inhabitants, and enslaved the remaining few ,  leading 
to the creation of colonies/separation and finally brought African slaves and 
used the natives as slaves to also help cultivate these newly acquired lands. 
He brought this terror and horror amongst North and South America. He 
and the Spaniards destroyed cultures and they people for the sake of plunder. 
But yet we celebrate his (I believe) birthday every year. These are facts they’ll 
never teach you in school. Just pick up the book, A People’s History of the 
United States by Howard Zinn.

The school attempts to play this down, but our ancestors’ blood that’s run-
ning through our veins is a testament—we are the testaments. The oppress-
ing heal of imperialism/capitalism has bore us down for generations on, and 
our souls are crying out for justice, that’s the reason why we cannot relate 
and cannot believe the bullshit they’re feeding us. That’s the reason why we 
must put the institution of public schools into the hands of the public! Action 
must be taken. The power must be placed in our hands, and those who are in 
solidarity with us. Because we are the future, and I personally refuse to live in 
a future and raise my kids in the future dominated by the past! The time for 
mental liberation is now.

2017 Back-to-School is going to change something! The time for mod-
erateness is OVER! The time 
for change is NOW! You can 
never stop an idea whose 
time has come, or people 
who have been awakened! 
With that being said, let’s 
remove the veils that these 
capitalist devils place upon 
us and work towards a better 
tomorrow for the oppressed 
world!

~United we stand, 
divided we fall~
~Seize the schools~
~All Power to the 
People~
~Each one, teach one~

In solidarity
Mu’izz Mumit Shabazz

5

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

Color me indoctrinated!
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Feedback buddies,
...I’m keep it real with all my 

brothers in the jail. I’ve been doing 
time for over thirty years now, Lord 
knows I’m tired. But this here goes 
out to all the young brothers in the 
system:

It’s sad when a man thinks he is 
hard by by showing his ass; it’s not 
cool. Maybe that’s the reason the 
jail is against a person’s self respect. 
Do they think cause a lot of them 
show their ass we all the same?

My point is that young brothers 
wearing their pants low is degrad-
ing. So the staff think it’s ok for 
them to degrade us all. You have to 
shit and dress where they can see 
you in your cell. Some of us do have 
respect for our self. If it’s a woman 
on staff see you naked holding your 
dick, do we get a jacking charge? I 
feel when we open a door to some-
thing, why do we all have to play a 
part? Is that what our life has come 
to? If I mess up my rights, I did it to 
me no one else. We get what oth-
ers give, even if they don’t know 
what they are giving. You lay with 
dogs you get fleas. Now I’m around 
that person, do I have fleas or will 
I get fleas? Do I get sprayed with 
the rest and I have no dog? I think 
it’s bullshit. My point is if I grow 
up with respect for others respect 
me. What they eat don’t make me 
shit.... God bless.     — R.J.

‘You lay with dogs, 
you get fleas’

Four Corner Box 
I’m stuck in a
Four corner box
They forced me to come in
But won’t let me out
They open my door
And feed me slops
I’m not an animal
This needs to stop
I lie on my bunk
And listen to the time
Tick away
From my life
I have to look out a narrow 

window
To see the world
I’m losing my mind
Like a dog
Chasing its tail
I swear living in this box
Is a living hell.
  — T.R. Evans

PARTICIPATORY DEFENSE
PROGRAM (not affiliated with IOA) 
We help clients become resources of work 
and extensions of the defense team, becom-
ing an agent of change themselves. The 
outcome being turning time served into 
time SAVED through acquittals, dismiss-
als, and reductions; We offer a community 
understanding of public defenders and 
how to partner with their office. This is a 
movement to end mass incarceration by 
activating the participation of families and 
communities. Contact us if you feel we 
could help in your case: Andréa A.K.A 
Muffin -Muffina17@gmail.com; 
OR Larry A.K.A Poet- 919-928-1357 (call 
between 10am-3pm, text after 3)/
Larrythepoetmusic@gmail.com; 
OR write to: 318 Blackwell St., The 
Mission Post #105, Durham, NC 27701.
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This letter was written in response to an article in the Herald-Sun on June 24. 
I would like to start this letter off by saying that Mr. Echols the head 

DA is a fucking liar, and I want to make sure the community knows. He 
states that my trial have been delayed because of new attorneys, but check 
this, each and every last time it’s been the D.A.’s office stating that they are 
not ready. Transcripts show that the D.A. wasn’t ready. It’s time to fight 
fire with fire. They already know they’ve messed up by leaving me in this 
jail for so long, and they trying their best to save their ass. Monday, June 
25 in the newspaper, Echols tells these lies, so I need the facts to be pre-
sented. This shit needs to stop and I’m ready to stand up to these devils. 
They really did me wrong and they are trying their best to cover up their 
wrongdoing. Get whoever to help–this matter need to be heard. Sorry for 
cussing, but damn it’s been five long years. —J.L.A.

‘It’s been five long years…’

Keep Climbing
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‘I can’t believe the health dept. hasn’t looked at these trays’
Hey —

I’m hangin in here and quickly 
approaching the 1000th day of 
incarceration in DCJ. It sucks the 
big one in here, but that’s how 
it goes for a person that has an 
extremely high bond and that’s 
fighting for their freedom. Don’t 
take a plea for something you didn’t 
do and sit and rot in jail. They will 
get their time out of you one way or 
another. I’m with the others on the 
hating the food situation. This soy 
they got coming to us is not enough 
to make you not even eat your tray. 
Recently, I’ve been noticing that 
the trays haven’t been washed thor-
oughly. So they bring us this slop 
to eat and you will see remnants of 
grits from breakfast and brownies 
from lunch that they didn’t clean 
good enough. Also, another issue 
is the trays themselves. Since I have 
been here (going on 31 months) 
and actually in 2008 I was here and 
saw the same type of trays. They 
haven’t replaced them. The lids in 
particular are hollow and many 
of them get full of water and dish 
soap. So you might get a tray and 
the lid weighs 5-10 pounds. Then 
you might get another that’s not full 
of water. This water drains out on 
your food. I have held one up and 
let water and old soap drain out on 
the floor. Most times if you inspect 
the food there are little bubbles 
with soap residue where something 

hasn’t been washed or that these old 
plastic trays/lids have leaked stag-
nant/soapy water out in our food. I 
can’t believe the health department 
hasn’t looked at these trays after 
and in between meals. It’s fucking 
disgusting to say the least. I mean 
a dude might blow his nose and 
put the tissue on these trays and it 
goes back down to the kitchen to 
be washed and they half-ass spray 
it down. We need new trays in the 
kitchen that our food comes to us 
on... 

There hasn’t been a toilet brush 
in this block 5-C in over a year and 
a half. I got some funk in my toi-
let that looks like it’s gonna grown 
arms and climb out of the bowl. I 
have had to clean it with my hands 
and a rag. Looks like I’ll have to 
continue. Drains still clogged in 
5-C and overflowing their filth for 
us to inhale. Sewer gas is supposed 
to be vented by code (by law), yet 
it vents in our block and we inhale 
these toxic vapors. I may as well 
tell you about the carpet that was 
removed in 5-C. It was peeled 
up months ago, but the adhesive 
remains. People scuff their feet on it 
and chairs slide on it. Then janitors 
sweep over top of it. So with that 
being said, it doesn’t take a rocket 
scientist to figure out that the par-
ticles that are scuffed up (being 
tiny pieces of adhesive) are becom-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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‘…more like Durham County Jungle…’

ing airborne. Do they give us dust 
masks? No. Is that adhesive safe to 
breathe? One could tell that it’s air-
borne because when we sweep any-
where in this block, including our 
rooms, there’s tiny pieces of this 
yellow adhesive. It wouldn’t take 
but some remover, scrapers ,and a 

Peace and Love IOA!!!  I hope all is well with you all…peace and love 
to all the comrades as well!!! Durham County Jail, laugh my butt off more 
like, Durham County Jungle! You really want to know how is the food in 
here…Well, let me start by saying it’s some shit. Picture, left over gravy 
rice, mixed with broccoli, and baby apple sauce on the side. Potatoes that 
aren’t cooked. Fried chicken patties that are not fried. Fake ass hamburg-
ers. Hot dogs, well hot dogs are so bad I can’t explain them. HOT DOGS 
SHOULDN’T BE THREE DIFFERENT COLORS!It’s like they aren’t 
boiled but put in a steamer. Type shit are they on?? We eat breakfast at 
6:30am. Eat lunch at 11:30am. Dinner at 4:30pm, then lock down for the 
rest of the night at 6:45. Fuck outta here B…Next subject! Medical care? 
What the hell is that? I was in the Rec Yard (5C) “Shout out to” (5C) playing 
b-ball jumped up and came down wrong, popped my knee out of place…I 
go down to medical, these sons of bitches give me an ice pack and tell me 
don’t go up the stairs!! No medicine, no knee wrap, didn’t pop my knee 
back in place or nothing. I had to do it myself. A comrade gave me a knee 
wrap, “Shout out to” (Thorn) and basically I had to make myself better…
fuck them nurses!! They sit around and do nothing and get paid..I believe 
if they were to work in a hospital, they would lose their job!!! Next subject! 
How do the guards treat us? It’s sad when the guards hate their own job! 
There is no respect given…now, don’t get me wrong some guards are cool, 
to be honest. The rest probably going through something outside of this 
hell hole, and bring their problems here..it’s sad!! If we had mini cameras 
in here to record what goes on, Durham County Jail would be forced to 
shut down…facts! Well IOA thank yall so much, when I read the feedback 
my voice was truly heard…now that’s love and loyalty! Respect and honor! 
I will be writing back.

    Love and Peace!  TyQuan MacCutcheon

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8 few swingin dicks to scrape and the 
jail would have successfully com-
pleted a task of removing what they 
started removing. I’ll stop now. 
Hopefully these concerns can help 
clean this place up, if you care to 
voice them. I have spread the word 
of your mission and will continue 
to do so…Thanks. —B.
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In front of the jail in late August, topics of conversation ranged from the con-
struction all around us (that has been underway since late June with little to 
show for it), to the jail’s plans for video visitation, to the new contract for food 
preparation, and much more. The following are snippets of conversation:
M: You look around, and it just seems like things are going to get worse here. 
This construction, for one. They used to have trees here and benches. Then 
they took down the trees, and they took out the benches.
Y: Yeah, when we started protesting.
M: But what are they putting in here? It’s not gonna be better. You can only 
assume it will be worse based on what goes on here. They also seem to be 
doing some kind of construction on the roof. I saw porta potties up there, and 
stuff hanging off the edge. What’s going on up there? . . .  This whole place is 
a mess.
S: And then there’s fewer benches to sit on in the lobby, and the recently 
removed curtain where the locker area was. That’s gonna be for video visita-
tion, right?
M: There’s fewer benches because there will be less waiting for visits maybe? 
We don’t know because they never say. For video visits, forget it. If it comes to 
that, I won’t go. I’d rather talk to my dad on the phone. It’s bullshit that they’re 
doing that. I would rather talk to him on the phone than through a video 
screen.
C: Visits on a video monitor is gonna be worst on children of inmates. And on 
the inmates themselves. Why would they take away face to face when there’s 
no reason to? That’s gonna kill people. It’ll make people so much worse off 
than now even.
T: They’re not doing that, or, if they try it’s not gonna fly. No way. It might be 
with glass between you, but you’re really seeing them. And the fist bump. I live 
for a fist bump at that end. You can’t do that on video. If I don’t have that fist 
bump…It keeps me going til the next time.
S: What do you think they’re doing here (construction)? Do you know?
G: I don’t know. They don’t say. Maybe someone is digging a tunnel out of the 
place? (Smiles).
S: I like the way you think. (Smile)
N: We were told they put up this (construction fence) to stop us and others 
from talking to the inmates at the windows.           CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

VOICES OUTSIDE  
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S: Really? Someone from the jail told you that?
J: No, other people said it, not anyone who works here, I don’t think.
S: So, I see it hasn’t really stopped you from communicating.
J: (Laughs). No, not really.
S: Does anyone from the jail ever try to tell you to stop signaling?
N: Hell no. They know it ain’t gon’ stop me. 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

We received the letter 
below after the demon-
stration outside the jail 
on August 10th, which 
promoted the Septem-
ber 9th national prison 
strike being planned and 
coordinated by prisoners 
across the U.S. The writer 
is in a state facility.

‘Prison is a modern day slavery’
Since 1999 I’ve been in and out of prison 5 times. And in and out of jail 

I’m not exactly sure how many times...Since the first prison sentence I ever 
done until now, the wages that are paid to prisoners for jobs are still the 
same. Very, very little money. And the prices of everything in the canteen 
have more than tripled on most things, from food to hygiene. The prices 
for medical have went up. . . If we get a write up then we are charged $10.00 
And they write us up for simple things a lot. Like not having our shirt tails 
tucked in. For having an extra pair of socks or boxers or pants. We get wrote 
up for feeding the wild geese and deer. What kind of write up is that? They 
treat our families like criminal when they come to visit us. And the list 
goes on and on. There is no reason worth this type of treatment. They put 
us in the hole for simple things. And for 15 to 100 days depending on the 
write ups...The prison system don’t have any type of real resources to help 
inmates when they are released. We have to have a way to get to the DMV 
to get an I.D. And we have to have an I.D. to get a place to stay, cash checks 
and other things. You are right, prison is a modern day slavery.  — E.G.L.

The jail tried to block the rally on Aug. 10 by erecting 
barricades in addition to the construction fencing. 
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I’m sitting in this piece of shit, known as D.C.J.
I swear it’s the same shit like every other day
I need to call a bondsman and get the fuck out
But I don’t have the bread, so I’m sitting without a doubt
We wake up at 6, looking like the walking dead
Only to get oatmeal and some stale-ass bread
Then we get watered-down juice
Might as well be zero proof Grey Goose
Upstairs in my cell, with my roomie
I swear this food runs right through me
I ask for toilet paper, of course they don’t have none
I promise they’re lying just for fun
These stinking-ass people need to take a shower
Because they damn sure don’t smell like a flower
I understand you can’t when you don’t have hot water
It will be cold as ice, so fuck it why bother?
Medical is still charging $20 for a tylenol pill
I could have just traded an item for that, I’m for real
A few hours out of my cell ain’t nothin
I’m not getting any younger like Benjamin Button
And with the expensive canteen in this shithole
No matter what you keep, you still end up with a swole
Finally, fuck a snitch
They’re just as bad as the c.o.’s who work in this bitch
They treat us with no respect
Even the sergeants step on us like we’re insects
But they can’t keep us forever
Our days will soon get better
I wrote this to show my support
Especially on the days we have court.
                                                       –Allie Steppe

Better Days


